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A B S T R A C T

Accurate determination of the concentration and viability of the viral vaccine vectors is urgently needed for
preventing the spread of the viral infections, but also supporting the development and assessment of recombinant
virus-vectored vaccines. Herein, we describe a nanoplasmonic biosensor with nanoscale robot hand structure
(Nano RHB) for the rapid, direct, and specific capture and quantification of adenovirus particles. The nanorobot
allows simple operation in practical applications, such as real-time monitoring of vaccine quantity and quality,
and evaluation of vaccine viability. Modification of the Nano RHB with branched gold nanostructures allow rapid
and efficient assessment of human adenovirus viability, with ultrahigh detection sensitivity of only 100 copies/mL
through one-step sandwich method. Nano RHB detection results were consistent with those from the gold stan-
dard median tissue culture infectious dose and real-time polymerase chain reaction assays. Additionally, the Nano
RHB platform showed high detection specificity for different types of viral vectors and pseudoviruses. Altogether,
these results demonstrate that the Nano RHB platform is a promising tool for efficient and ultrasensitive
assessment of vaccines and gene delivery vectors.
1. Introduction

Virus infection is an important public health issue that can harbor
significant economic and social burdens, as it became widely recognized
by the rapid global spread of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
[1,2]. This issue can be tackled by fast and accurate virus detection [3–5],
while the establishment of herd immunity through vaccination can
effectively prevent the spread of the virus [6,7]. Recombinant
vector-vaccines based on viral vectors are highly valued for their po-
tential use in vaccine development and disease prevention applications.
Among them, adenovirus-based vector vaccines, which are immunogenic
and relatively safe in humans, can be produced quickly and inexpensively
[8,9]. During the recent COVID-19 pandemic, adenoviruses have become
an ideal vaccine vector for preventing infection, severe illness, and death
[10,11]. Nevertheless, an infectiously active viral vaccine is required so it
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can enter the body to induce an immune response and establish immune
memory [12,13]. Moreover, accurate determination of the concentration
of the viral vaccine vectors is very important for production quality
control and correct vaccine administration [14,15]. Therefore, a detec-
tion strategy for broad applicability that can quantitatively assess viral
particles [16], but can also rapidly determine the viral viability without
any sample pretreatment is still warranted [17,18].

Microbiology techniques, namely plaque assays, are the “gold stan-
dard” to study infectious diseases and diagnose viruses [19]. Plaque assay
is the most accurate method for virus viability detection but it requires
several days to grow plaques and virus in host cells, and rely on the
ability of different viruses to replicate in cell culture systems, which in-
creases the time and labor-intensive costs for result validation [20].
Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) detection of viral nucleic
acids is also widely used for highly sensitivity, quantitative virus
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detection [21]. However, this approach requires strict environmental
requirements and expensive laboratory instruments, all of which limit its
output speed and clinical availability. Although immunofluorescence and
immunodiagnostic assays that use antigens directly improve detection
time [22], they lack sensitivity and accuracy. Surface plasmon resonance
(SPR), which has emerged as a suitable and reliable platform in
non-destructive testing, has the advantages of being label-free, main-
taining molecular activity, and to provide real-time kinetics when
detecting intermolecular interactions [23,24]. However, the traditional
SPR technology uses two-dimensional planar chips, which requires a
complex and precise prism optical system to capture weak signals; thus,
its optical sensitivity is limited [25,26]. In turn, nanoarray surface plas-
mon resonance (NanoSPR) is a highly sensitive three-dimensional (3D)
structure sensor that can track analytes near its surface without dis-
turbing distant molecules within the solution, which makes the NanoSPR
sensor suitable for detecting complex samples including cell superna-
tants, serum, among others [27,28]. Moreover, our previous research
demonstrated that uniform nanocup structures allow NanoSPR bio-
sensors to have unique optical properties, which makes them a benchtop,
easy-to-use detection instrument that can meet personal and laboratory
requirements. However, this planar NanoSPR-based biosensing systems
[29,30] for label-free detection of molecules and nanoparticles still needs
to be improved by integrating more efficient surface capturing functional
nanostructures.

In this study, we designed a multi-metal-layer NanoSPR chip
(comprising titanium, silver, and gold) with unique additional surface
nanostructures. More specifically, we created a novel nanoplasmon
sensor with nanorobot hand (Nano RHB) integration that is expected to
function as a virus capturing platform for one-step rapid quantification of
vector viruses and efficient large-scale assessment of virus viability
Fig. 1. One-step rapid quantification of viral particles using the Nano RHB platform.
the NanoSPR sensor immobilized receptor protein or antibody to form a NanoRHB pla
Nano RHB platform for detecting viral vectors within 5 min. d) Schematics of the ultra
step sandwich method within 15 min.
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(Fig. 1a and b). This Nano RHB platform displays great potential for
quality control for vaccine and delivery vector research and production,
and was used for label-free and high-throughput detection of human
adenovirus within 5 min without requiring signal amplification and
washing procedures (Fig. 1c). Furthermore, Nano RHB integrated with
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), achieved using freeze-drying technology,
was shown to detect ultra-low virus concentrations by one-step sandwich
method, with a limit of detection (LOD) of 100 copies/mL (Fig. 1d).
Taken together, this platform allows simple operation in practical ap-
plications, real-time monitoring of vaccine quantity and quality, and
evaluation of vaccine viability, thereby representing a convenient and
rapid evaluation method to monitor and accurately detect viral vectors.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) trihydrate (HAuCl4⋅3H2O, 99.9%),
hexylsilane, bovine serum albumin (BSA), polyethylene glycol thiol
(PEG, Mw ¼ 20,000), and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) were pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Dopamine (99%) and
tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl aminomethane (Tris, 99.9%) were purchased
from Aladdin Technology Co, Ltd. (Hong Kong, China). Anti-adenovirus
hexon protein antibody (ab252760) was purchased from Abcam (Cam-
bridge, UK). Factor X protein (11,076-H08B) was purchased from Sino
Biological Inc. (Beijing, China).GFP-specific primers were synthesized by
Tsingke Biotechnology Co, Ltd. (Beijing, China) (forward,
50–TATATCATGGCCGACAAGCAGAAG–30 and reverse, 50–CTGGGT
GCTCAGGTAGTGGTTGT–30). All chemicals were used without further
purification.
a) NanoSPR sensor modified by highly sensitive nanorobot hands. b) Scheme of
tform with specific capture ability. c) Schematics of the minute-time scale of the
-sensitivity scale of the Nano RHB platform for detecting viral vectors using one-
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2.2. Production and purification of recombinant CAR protein

The nucleotide sequence of the extracellular active region with a
signal peptide of the coxsackie adenovirus receptor (CAR) was synthe-
sized by Tsingke Biotechnology Co, Ltd. and cloned into a pCMV-mFc
expression vector. Recombinant plasmid was transfected into 293 F
cells grown in serum-free medium (SFM4HEK293; Cytiva, Marlborough,
MA, USA) after 4 days of cell culture. The supernatant was collected by
clarification filtration, and the protein was purified using AKTA Pure 25
with PrismA protein A and Superdax200 increase column (Cytiva). The
specificity and purity of the CAR recombinante protein was examined by
sodium dodecyl-sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
(Fig. S1). Protein concentrations were determined using a bicinchoninic
acid assay (BCA) kit and the samples were stored at �80 �C.

2.3. Cells and cell cultures

HEK293 cell line was cultured in complete Dulbecco's modified Ea-
gle's medium (Cytiva) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). 293 A and 293 T cells
were incubated at 37 �C in 5% CO2, and 293 F cells were grown in serum-
free medium (SFM4HEK293; Cytiva) at 37 �C in a humidified 8% CO2
incubator rotating at 150 rpm.

2.4. Packaging of recombinant GFP adenovirus

HEK293A cells were transfected with PacI-linearized pDC316-EGFP
and pBHGloxdeltaE13Cre plasmids in Lip8000 DNA transfection solu-
tion (Beyotime, Shanghai, China). Adenovirus plaques and green fluo-
rescence became visible 9 days post-transfection, and the recombinant
adenoviruses were serially passaged in HEK293 cells when full cyto-
pathic effect was observed. The virus was harvested via plaque purifi-
cation. Cells were frozen and thawed three times (temperature range:
�20 to 37 �C), and the cell precipitates were removed by centrifugation
at 12,000 rpm for 10 min, and the virus samples were stored at �80 �C.
Viral titers [reported as 50% tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50/mL)]
were calculated using the Reed–Muench method with 293 A cells.

2.5. Preparation of AuNPs and AuNP-labeled FX protein or CAR protein

The traditional colloidal gold reduction method was adopted for the
synthesis of colloidal Au particles. Briefly, sodium citrate reducing agent
was added to a chloroauric acid solution to reduce the gold ions to gold
atoms. Then, the following steps were followed: 100 mL of 0.01% HAlCl4
solution was heated and boiled, and 1 mL of 1% sodium citrate was
quickly added to the solution and continued to boil for 5 min. The so-
lution turned orange-red, and 30-nm AuNPs were obtained.

To label AuNPs with factor X (FX) proteins or CAR proteins, it was
necessary to adjust the pH value of the colloidal AuNP solution to pro-
duce a suitable environment for the coupling of the protein [31]. Thus,
0.1 mMK2CO3 was added to 1.5 mL of colloidal AuNPs to achieve a pH of
8. Then, 8 μL of FX protein (2.11 mg/mL) or CAR protein (0.6 mg/mL)
was added to the colloidal AuNPs solution and incubated for 15 min.
After adding 22.5 μL of blocking solution (10 mM PBS þ 10% PEG 2 W)
for 15 min, the FX/CAR protein-labeled colloidal AuNPs suspension was
centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for 15 min. The supernatant of the centrifuge
tube was discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in 270 μL of stabi-
lization buffer (20 mM Tris [pH 9.2] þ 0.5% sucrose) and stored at 4 �C
until use.

2.6. Fabrication of Ti–Ag–Au nanoplasmonic sensor chip

The nanoplasmonic array sensor chip was prepared using a replica-
tion molding method. The original model was a silicon wafer with 100
nm radius and 450 nm depth that was prepared by photolithography and
using plasma corrosion technique. It was repeatedly arranged at a period
3

of 420 nm. The hydrophobicity of the mold was ensured before repli-
cation by placing it in a vacuum dryer filled with hexylsilane for 10 h.
Then, an ultra-violate curable polymer or an optical adhesive was evenly
applied to the mold with the nanocup structure, and a polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) sheet was placed on top of it. After 3 min exposure to
ultraviolet irradiation, the PET sheet with the nanocup array structure
was peeled off and was deposited with 10 nm titanium (Ti), 70 nm silver
(Ag), and 10 nm gold (Au) in an electron beam evaporator. The film was
cut into the same size as the bottom of a 96-well plate (length¼ 128 mm,
width ¼ 85.2 mm, height ¼ 16.2 mm) printed with a Objet30 Prime
printer (Stratasys Ltd, Rehovot, Israel), and glued to the bottom of the
sensor plate.
2.7. Surface functionalization with robot hand structure

Using the seed growth method on the chip surface it may be possible
to enhance the surface plasmon effect. Here, we propose the use of in situ
dopamine deposition to modulate the surface strain of growing seeds for
the direct synthesis of highly branched Au superparticles [32,33]. We
evaluated a range of dopamine and chloroauric acid (0.2–1.5 mM) so-
lutions in Tris-HCl buffer. The specific process was as follows: 11 μL of
dopamine and 10 μL of chloroauric acid were added to 1 mL of 8 mM
Tris-HCL solution. Then, 150 μL of this solution was placed into each well
of the chip plate and incubated in the dark at an analysis temperature of
25 �C for 45 min. After washing the chip twice with deionized water, 2.5
μL of 10 μg/mL CAR/FX protein carbonate buffer solution was added to
the center of the chip well using a spotter, and the solution was incubated
in a 50 �C oven for 1.5 h. Then, the chip wells were rinsed twice with
deionized water and blocked with 50 μL of blocking agent (1% BSA þ
PBS with Tween 20 [PBST]) for 30 min at 37 �C. After discarding the
liquid in the wells, the surface-modified chip plate was stored at 4 �C
until further use.
2.8. Virus particles detection using Nano RHB platform

We demonstrated the feasibility of the platform by quantitatively
detecting adenoviruses. Adenovirus samples to be tested (detection range
from 2.5 � 104 to 1.6 � 106 TCID50/mL) were diluted 10-fold with a
solution of 10 mM PBS, 0.8% sucrose, 2.5% PEG 2 W, and 0.5% DMSO,
and added to the modified nanoplasmonic 96-well plate sensor. The
initial full spectrum optical density (OD) of the reaction was read using
an Epoch 2 microplate reader (Biotek, Winoosk, VT, USA). After 5 min of
reaction at 700 rpm on a shaker at 37 �C, the full spectrum OD value at
the end of the reaction was immediately read. Simple data processing of
OD-final value reduce OD-initial value was used to quantify the specific
number of adenoviruses.
2.9. Virus particles detection using AuNP-coupled Nano RHB platform

To further improve the sensitivity of the Nano RHB platform, the
CAR-labeled AuNPs were assembled on the chip by physical freeze-
drying technology. A transferpettor (BrandTech Scientific, Inc, Essex,
CT, USA) was used to add 5 μL of the reconstituted CAR-labeled AuNP
solution onto the surface of the chip fixed with FX protein. The Nano RHB
chip was placed at �80 �C for 1 h, then in a vacuum drying box (Yiheng,
Shanghai, China) to dry for 5 min, and finally in a vacuum-sealed bag
containing a desiccant. For virus detection, the bag was unpacked and 30
μL of adenovirus samples of different concentrations (detection range:
0.39–1,600 TCID50/mL) were added to the well of the sensor. A micro-
plate reader was then used to read the full spectrum of at the starting
point. The chip was then reacted at 37 �C on a shaker for 15 min, and a
universal microplate reader was used to detect and read the full spectrum
at the end point.
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2.10. Virus particles detection using qPCR

Viral genomic DNA of recombinant adenovirus-GFP was extracted
using TGuide S32 Automatic nucleic acid extractor (Tiangen, Beijing,
China) with a MagicPure 96 Viral DNA/RNA Kit (Trans, Beijing, China).
Fragment amplification was performed using the Taq Pro Universal SYBR
qPCR Master Mix (Vazyme, Nanjing, China) for qPCR. Then, qPCR was
performed to quantify the DNA copies of the virus using the Applied
Biosystems QuantStudio 6Flex Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). The amount of DNA obtained of the target GFP gene was
normalized to a standard curve designed using a plasmid containing the
full-length GFP (pEGFP-N1; 4,733 bp).

2.11. Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using Origin 8.0 software (Origin Lab Corpora-
tion, Northampton, MA, USA). All data is presented as mean � standard
deviation (SD). The statistical comparison between groups was per-
formed following the student's t-test (two-tailed). *p< 0.01, **p < 0.001
and ***p < 0.0001.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Detection principle of adenovirus detection using the Nano RHB
platform

The adenovirus capturing platform with one-step rapid quantitative
detection was developed based on a label-free NanoSPR biosensor with
extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) effect, which can be excited by
unpolarized light and does not require complex optical devices [24,34,
35]. In this study, we designed a novel multifunctional NanoSPR
biosensor with nanorobot hands by implementing the gold seed growth
method directly on the nanocup array chip. Owing their special nanocup
structures as seed templates, different shapes of branched gold nano-
structures were produced on the surface of the chip via polydopamine
molecules. These branched gold nanostructures can function similarly to
smart robot hands, thereby enhancing the SPR resonance effect to
improve the sensitivity of the chip, but also increasing the surface area to
improve the chip encapsulation efficiency (Fig. 1). Integrating these ul-
trasensitive biosensors into standard 96-well or 32-well plates enables
direct monitoring of dynamic binding curves and quantitative detection
of adenoviral vectors or vaccines using microsamples.

The principle of the versatile Nano RHB platform for virus capture
strategy was based on the specific binding properties of ligands and re-
ceptors. First, the recombinant human CAR, FX protein, or anti-
adenovirus hexon protein antibody, which can bind to the fiber protein
(spikes extruding on the virus capsid) and hexon protein (the major
capsid protein) of adenoviruses, respectively, were immobilized on the
surface of the Nano RHB. During the label-free reaction of the direct
detection, the adenovirus was expected to bind to the coating proteins.
Thus, with increasing concentrations of adenovirus, the SPR effects of the
Nano RHB would be enhanced. Moreover, changes in the OD of the Nano
RHB at specific wavelengths, which are proportional to adenovirus
concentrations, could be monitored using a general microplate reader.

Previous studies showed that AuNPs can significantly improve the
detection sensitivity of nanoplasmonic biosensors. Therefore, we inno-
vatively implemented a rapid one-step, no-wash sandwich assay for the
quantitative detection of adenovirus using a protein-labeled integrated
AuNP-coupled Nano RHB platform. In this system, the protein-labeled
AuNPs were physically assembled to the protein/antibody-modified
Nano RHB using the vacuum drying method. When the diluted samples
were placed onto the Nano RHBwells, the protein-labeled AuNPs on chip
surface reach free state in a few seconds and their protein markers bind
specifically to adenovirus. The adenovirus and protein-labeled AuNPs
complexes were simultaneously captured by the immobilized protein or
antibody of the chip platform to form sandwich immunoconjugated
4

particles (protein AuNP-adenovirus-protein/antibody). These final par-
ticles would then generate an enhanced signal change and further
improve the detection sensitivity of the Nano RHB platform.

3.2. Characterization of the NanoSPR sensor chip and AuNPs

In this study, a novel plasmonic nanocup array sensor chip was
fabricated with multi-layer metal structure by considering the stability
and favorable SPR effect of the sensor. Compared with the use of single-
structure noble metal systems, the use of multi-layer metal composite
nanostructures can further improve the local electric field enhancement
effect, which has great potential for sensitive detection [36,37]. Here, the
periodic nanocup periodicity, depth, and radius was 420, 450, and 100
nm, respectively. The titanium, silver, and gold layers from bottom to top
were 10, 70, and 10 nm thick. The image of the 12-inch NanoSPR sensor
chip with the multicolor light effect represents the high uniformity of the
chip sensor (Fig. 2a). The chip was cut and pasted to an open-bottom
96-well plate (Fig. 2b) or 16-well plate (Fig. 2c) to generate
high-throughput detection devices for adenovirus. A 32-well plate was
specifically designed by combining two 16-well plates fixed on the plate
holder (Fig. S2). Next, the refractive index (RI) of the NanoSPR sensor
considering different solutions was measured, as it reflects the detection
sensitivity of the sensor [38]. The microscope observation of the sensor
chip surface in both reflection and transmission (Fig. 2d) showed
distinctly different colors in media with different RI values, including air
(RI ¼ 1.0), 10% glucose (RI ¼ 1.35), and 10% PBST (RI ¼ 1.40), further
indicating that the sensor chip exhibited high detection sensitivity. The
nanostructure of the chip and AuNPs were characterized by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Overall, the size of each nanocup structure
showed a high degree of homogeneity (Fig. 2e), and the cross-sectional
view of the chip showed that the nanocup pores were 450 nm deep
and uniformly arranged (Fig. 2f). The average diameter of the synthe-
sized AuNPs was approximately 30 nm (Fig. 2g).

3.3. Optimizing surface-grown Au NanoRobot hands of NanoSPR chips

Considerable progress has been made in the exploration of nano-
structures such as nanoparticles, nanorods, and nanopores that are uni-
formly arranged on plasmonic biochemical sensors, and the results have
been applied to the detection of biological samples [39,40]. Importantly,
modifications of the chip can lead to better repeatability of transmission
and reflection spectra, which can be helpful to obtain high-performance
plasmonic biosensors [41]. Indeed, modification of SPR biosensors using
AuNPs can be performed through physical electrostatic interactions or
chemical linkages (for example, through amino [42] and thiol [43]
groups). The main principle of physical electrostatic adsorption is to
directly immerse the gold film of the sensor in a solution of AuNPs.
Despite its simple operation and low cost, the physical electrostatic
adsorption process has the limitations of poor adsorption and instability.
Therefore, we applied the method of generating chemical bonds in an
innovative way to grow 3D gold nanobranches on gold nanostructure
chips and form island-in-cup structures. We directly synthesized highly
branched gold superparticles on the surface of the NanoSPR chip sensor
and modulated the surface of gold seeds using dopamine. The subse-
quently generated gold seeds were then continuously adsorbed, thereby
enhancing the EOT of the sensor [44]. This signal-like SPR confinement
of the electromagnetic field around the edge of the nanocup can be an
effective sensing site that uses fast decay lengths and even lead to
flow-through sensing, improving detection sensitivity.

We screened several dopamine and chloroauric acid concentrations
(0.1–1.5 mM) to determine the optimal chip modification conditions.
According to SEM images of the NanoSPR chips, 3D gold nanobranches of
different shapes and sizes were grown on the chip surface as the con-
centration of dopamine and chloroauric acid increased (Fig. 3a). More-
over, NanoSPR chips treated with different concentrations of dopamine
and chloroauric acid showed different surface colors, changing from light



Fig. 2. Characteristics of the NanoSPR chip and
AuNPs. a) Photograph of 12-inch Ti–Ag–Au NanoSPR
chip. b) Integration of the Ti–Ag–Au NanoSPR chip
with a standard 96-well plate. c) Integration of the
NanoSPR chip with two 16-well plates. d) Photograph
of a 16-well chip plate and microscope images of
NanoSPR chip with two drops of PBST and sucrose
solution on the chip surface. e–g) Scanning electron
microscope images of repeating nanocup array with
200 nm diameter and f) 450 nm height, and of g)
AuNPs with 30 nm diameter.
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green to dark green, then to red (Fig. 3a). To further evaluate the optical
response sensitivity of the Nano RHB modified with the island-in-cup
structure, the absorption spectra of the chip in 5% sucrose (1.339) so-
lution (Fig. 3b) and its difference comparedwith the spectra of the chip in
5% sucrose and in water (1.333) were measured (Fig. S3). The relative
OD value of the Au nanobranch modified chip at 590 and 570 nm was
calculated using the differential spectrum of 5% sucrose solution and
water, and the sensitivity of the modified chip was preliminarily evalu-
ated (Fig. 3c and Fig. S3). The results showed that a gradual increase of
the relative OD value varied within 0.264–0.405, as dopamine and
chloroauric acid concentrations increased from 0 to 0.6 mM, and a sig-
nificant decrease of the relative OD value varied within 0.405–0.128, as
dopamine and chloroauric acid concentrations increased from 0.6 to 1.5
mM. Hence, 3D gold nanohands merged on the sensor surface may pro-
duce more scattering, which makes the resonant spectrum of the sensor
wider than that of the unmodified sensor. The relative change in OD
reached the highest point (0.405) when the concentration of both
dopamine and chloroauric acid was 0.6 mM. Compared with the reaction
signal of the bare chip under the same conditions, the reaction signal of
the chip modified with the gold nanobranch showed 0.15 amplification
and a 60% increase in sensitivity. Using atomic force microscopy, we
were able to characterize the structure and uniformity of the nanorobot
hand more vividly. Fig. 3d shows a 3D image of the chip without any
modification and demonstrates that the surface of the chip was relatively
smooth. Under the optimal modification condition (0.6 mM), many
bumps could be observed evenly distributed on the surface of the chip
(Fig. 3e). Figs. S5(a) and (b), respectively, present the two-dimensional
structure of the chip with or without nanorobot hands on its surface as
determined by Atomic force microscopy.
5

Consequently, the concentration of both dopamine and chloroauric
acid at 0.6 mM was selected as the modification concentration used for
subsequent experiments. Nevertheless, owing to the changes in the
roughness and charge of the chip surface, the efficiency of protein
immobilization can also be further improved.
3.4. Quick capture and accurate quantification of adenovirus using the
label-free Nano RHB CAR sensor platform

Most adenoviruses enter cells after binding to CAR, and the fiber
(spikes on the viral capsid) and hexon proteins (the main capsid protein)
are the main determinants of cell neutralization [45]. Therefore,
real-time data, such as virus titer, recovery rate, and function, can be
analyzed by targeting to the fiber or hexon proteins of adenoviruses to
obtain high-quality viral vectors.

After the gold nanobranch reaction, a small amount of dopamine
solution remaining on the modified chip surface can form a dopamine
polymerized film to improve the adsorption efficiency of proteins on the
chip surface. To verify the detection capability of the Nano RHB platform,
CAR proteins were first anchored to the super surface of the nanobranch
chip to directly capture adenoviruses and detect their viral infectivity
within 5 min (Fig. 4a). The original absorption spectra of the adjacent
sensor modification steps exhibited an obvious change (Fig. S6). The
differential spectra of different concentrations of adenovirus (2.5 � 104

to 1.6 � 106 TCID50/mL) showed that the light intensity decreased at
approximately 570 nm and increased at 590 nm with an increase in the
adenovirus concentration (Fig. 4b). However, no change was observed
concerning the differential spectrum of the serum dilution solution
without adenovirus that served as control. Fig. 4c shows that a four-



Fig. 3. a) Microscopic images and SEM images of the NanoSPR chip modified with L-cysteine and chloroauric acid at 0.2–1.5 mM. b) Measurement of the absorption
spectral changes of the NanoSPR chip in water and in 5% sucrose after the chip was modified with a range of dopamine and chloroauric acid concentrations (0.2–1.5
mM). c) Relative OD changes at 590 and 570 nm after surface modification of the sensor chip. Data are shown as mean � SD (n ¼ 3). The statistical comparison
between groups was performed following the student's t-test (two-tailed). *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001 and ***p < 0.0001. d,e) Atomic force microscopy image of the (d)
unmodified NanoSPR chip and (e) NanoSPR chip under the optimal modification condition.
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parameter fit of the two-wavelength OD differential values at 590 and
570 nm for each concentration yielded a correlation coefficient (R2) of
0.996. The LOD for adenovirus was 2.5� 104 TCID50/mL using the Nano
RHB CAR platform. The two-wavelength OD changes (OD590�OD570) of
different concentrations of adenovirus were monitored in real-time to
investigate the dynamic binding curves between the Nano RHB and the
adenoviruses within 4 min. As shown in Fig. 4d, the negative control
sample was almost in a horizontal state, whereas the two-wavelength OD
differential values of the adenovirus groups showed a positive increase as
the concentration of adenovirus increased. If the chip is placed in a
vacuum-sealed bag containing a desiccant, it can be stored in a harsh
6

environment for a long time. Moreover, protein degeneration or degra-
dation within the reagent can be prevented during transportation, which
likely increases the accuracy of detection. Noteworthily, the Nano RHB
device tested with three standard positive samples exhibited good sta-
bility when stored at different temperatures and for different time pe-
riods (Fig. 4e).

3.5. Quick capture and accurate quantification of adenovirus using the
label-free Nano RHB FX sensor platform

Adenoviruses include three important structural proteins, namely



Fig. 4. Label-free detection of adenovirus using a CAR-coated Nano RHB platform within 5 min. a) Schematic diagram of adenovirus recognition based on the CAR-
coated Nano RHB platform. b) Absorption differential spectra at 500–700 nm using the CAR-coated Nano RHB assay for adenovirus detection in the concentration
ranges of 2.5 � 104 to 1.6 � 106 TCID50/mL. c) Standard curve of the CAR-coated Nano RHB for adenovirus detection (R2 ¼ 0.996). d) Kinetic binding curves of
adenovirus at the OD difference values (OD590�OD570) based on the CAR-coated Nano RHB, with a detection range of 2.5 � 104 to 1.6 � 106 TCID50/mL. e) Stability
of the Nano RHB at different storage temperatures and time periods were tested using three standard positive samples. Data are shown as mean � SD (n ¼ 3).
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pentonbase, hexon, and fiber. It has been shown that FX can bind to the
adenovirus hexon protein and target the virus to hepatocytes [46].
Therefore, adenovirus hexon protein concentration can be directly
detected using the FX receptor. Herein, the FX-coated Nano RHB chip
was used to demonstrate the detection generality of the Nano RHB
platform for adenovirus assay (Fig. 5a). Adenovirus samples in the same
7

concentration range as above described were added to different chip
wells, and the absorption differential spectra of different samples showed
a change similar to that of the CAR-coated Nano RHB chip at 5 min
(Fig. 5b). In addition, fitting the dual-wavelength OD differential values
at different concentrations resulted in a curve with a correlation coeffi-
cient (R2) of 0.990 and LOD of 2.5 � 104 TCID50/mL (Fig. 5c). Although



Fig. 5. Label-free detection of adenovirus using the FX-modified NanoSPR platform. a) Schematic of adenovirus captured by the FX-coated Nano RHB. b) Differential
spectra at 500–700 nm of the FX-coated Nano RHB for adenovirus detection with different concentrations (2.5 � 104–1.6 � 106 TCID50/mL). c) Two-wavelength OD
differential value change of the Nano RHB at 570 and 590 nm regarding different adenovirus concentrations (R2 ¼ 0.990). d) Kinetic binding curves of the FX-coated
Nano RHB at the OD difference values (OD590�OD570)for adenovirus detection with different concentrations (2.5 � 104–1.6 � 106 TCID50/mL). e) Comparison of
CAR- and FX-modified Nano RHB platform assays and adenovirus titers assay for six adenovirus samples. Data are shown as mean � SD (n ¼ 3). f) Fluorescence and
bright field images of transfected cells at day 9 post-transfection.
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the two-wavelength OD differential value at 590 and 570 nm were
weaker than that of the CAR-coated Nano RHB chip, the distinctly
different concentration binding curves illustrated the superiority of the
Nano RHB platform for adenovirus detection (Fig. 5d).

Since the Nano RHB platform captured and quantified the adenovirus
viability based on the specific binding properties between ligands and
receptors, the concentration of adenovirus detected by Nano RHBmay be
more relevant to the virus infection titer results. Therefore, the virus
viability of six samples was used for comparative validation of the Nano
RHB platform vs. the Reed–Muench method, which can be used to
calculate the TCID50. As shown in Fig. 5e, the two-wavelength OD dif-
ference values obtained from CAR- and FX-modified Nano RHB platform
Fig. 6. Label-free detection of total adenovirus with AuNP-enhanced nanoplasmonic
platform integrated with AuNPs for detection of adenoviruses. b) Absorption spectru
copies/mL. c) Standard curve for adenovirus (R2 ¼ 0.985). d) Kinetic binding curve
anti-adenovirus antibody-coated microarray, with a detection range of 1 � 102–1.6 �
different storage temperatures and time periods using three standard positive sampl
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assays, respectively, were positively correlated with the virus titers
(plaques assay). In addition, the fluorescence became weaker when an
adenovirus concentration of 107 TCID50/mL was co-cultured with cells
(Fig. 5f), whereas the Nano RHB platform could detect the adenovirus
titer of 2.5 � 104 TCID50/mL within 5 min. Hence, these results
demonstrated that the multifunctional Nano RHB Sensor is likely to
create a rapid one-step and high-throughput adenovirus quantitative
detection platform with higher detection efficiency and sensitivity that
gold-standard methods. Compared with the conventional NanoSPR
detection of adenovirus, the Nano RHB platform with gold nano-
branching showed significantly improved sensitivity (Fig. S7).
virus capture platform. a) Schematic diagram of the nanoplasmonic virus capture
m of adenovirus at 500–700 nm, with a detection range of 1 � 102–1.6 � 106

of adenovirus determined at the OD difference values (OD600�OD580) using an
106copies/mL. e) Stability of the Nano RHB platform integrated with AuNPs at

es. Data are shown as mean � SD (n ¼ 3).
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3.6. One-step and wash-free ultrasensitive detection of adenovirus using the
Nano RHB platform

To further improve the detection sensitivity and expand the detection
application field of the developed Nano RHB platform, we established a
rapid and wash-free sandwich assay method for the ultrasensitive
detection of adenovirus by directly integrating the detection protein-
labeled AuNPs onto the capture antibody-modified Nano RHB plat-
form. The traditional sandwich method is a common qualitative and
quantitative detection approach that has several steps, including capture
antibody immobilization, antigen analyte detection, washing, addition of
another paired detection antibody, washing, and analysis. To simplify
this complicated washing process and shorten the total detection time
[47,48], physical immobilization between the AuNPs and Nano RHB
devices was performed by lyophilization. Based on this developed Nano
RHB platform, we demonstrated that the one-step sandwich technique
had no non-specific binding between the complex samples and the sen-
sors (Fig. S8). In contrast, when samples were added into the Nano RHB
Fig. 7. Comparison of the detection outcome for adenovirus of the Nano RHB platfor
RHB platform to quantify the concentration of adenovirus. Data are shown as mean �
the student's t-test (two-tailed). *p < 0.01, and **p < 0.001. b) Curve fitting of the qPC
the Nano RHB platform for the detection adenovirus as compared with four other p
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wells, protein-labeled AuNPs could rapidly bind to the adenoviruses and
form protein-virus-protein sandwich particles (Fig. 6a and S9a) [49].

After several protein-pairing comparison experiments, CAR immobi-
lized on the Nano RHB chip as the capture protein and FX-labeled AuNPs
as the detection protein achieved the more robust replicability and
detection sensitivity within 15 min (Figs. S9 and S10). CAR–CAR,
FX–CAR, and CAR–FX showed the optional pair results. However, when
the coat protein was replaced with antibodies with higher affinity for the
adenovirus, the sensitivity of the platform was further improved. As
shown in Fig. 6a–b, the optimal resonant wavelength of the Nano RHB
was red-shifted to 600 and 580 nmwhen combined with AuNPs [33] and
the relative OD value decreased at 580 nm and increased at 600 nm with
increasing adenovirus concentrations (1 � 102–1.6 � 106 copies/mL).
SEM images of the test chip after capturing the adenovirus particles
showed that many AuNPs could specifically bind to the nanostructure
surface of the functionalized Nano RHB platform (Fig. S11). The standard
curve of the two-wavelength OD difference values relative to the
adenovirus concentrations yielded an R2 of 0.985 (Fig. 6c). The LOD for
m with that of other detection methods. a) Comparison of qPCR assay and Nano
SD (n ¼ 3). The statistical comparison between groups was performed following
R and Nano RHB assays for adenovirus quantification detection. c) Specificity of
seudoviruses and four viral vectors.
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adenovirus was estimated at 100 copies/mL using the sandwich method
based on the Nano RHB platform, which enabled a ~10,000-fold increase
in detection sensitivity. The dynamic binding curves of different con-
centrations of the adenovirus were also detected in real-time at the
resonance wavelengths of 580 and 600 nm (Fig. 6d). The relative
two-wavelength OD changes (OD600–OD580) were positively correlated
with the adenovirus concentrations, whereas the dynamic curve of the
adenovirus-free group showed almost no change. Similarly, the
two-wavelength OD difference values (OD600–OD580) were obtained
from the dynamic curves at 10 min.

For gene therapy and vaccine development, accurate quantification of
adenovirus vectors and detection accuracy of living indicators are
important, but the assessment of viral vector effectiveness remains
challenging. The one-step Nano RHB platform has ultra-fast detection
speed, and ultra-high sensitivity and effectiveness, which greatly reduces
the workload of experimenters when analyzing large numbers of vacci-
nated serum samples, thereby improving the efficiency of the evaluation
process and facilitating the determination of the effects of gene therapy
and vector vaccines. Four positive and four negative samples were
randomly selected for experimental verification, and there was no non-
specific binding reaction with the AuNP-integrated chip; the results
show the difference between negative and positive samples (Fig. S8). As
shown in Fig. 6e, the Nano RHB platform prepared by lyophilization
technology exhibited good stability under different storage conditions.
These data suggest that the Nano RHB platform can be used for
nanomaterial-enhanced one-step sandwich detection method.

3.7. Accuracy and specificity verification of Nano RHB for detecting
adenovirus

To confirm the detection accuracy of the Nano RHB platform, we
collected 26 adenovirus cell supernatant samples with African swine
fever genes for blind comparison. Both the developed Nano RHB assay
and the gold standard qPCR method were used to quantify the concen-
trations of the adenovirus. Owing to the very low bulk effect of the Nano
RHB chip, the cell supernatant samples could only be diluted and directly
added into the chip wells for detection without non-specific reactions. As
shown in Fig. 7a and b, the detection results obtained with the Nano RHB
platform were very close to those of the qPCR, which reveals a strong
correlation between the two assays (R2 ¼ 0.970). However, there are
differences in the detection results of the two detection methods for the
low concentration of 5 samples, such as P2, P13, P21, P22 and P23. This
phenomenon may be due to the poor virus activity caused by repeated
freezing and thawing of samples in the refrigerator. This result further
proved that the developed Nano RHB platform was more suitable for
quantitative detection of intact virus particles. Conventional qPCR
detection required 2 h of work, whereas Nano RHB detected the
adenovirus within 5 min for high-concentration samples and 15 min for
very low-concentration samples. Furthermore, the Nano RHB technology
was compatible with a wide range of sample types, allowing the direct
detection of complex samples using small sample amounts without
additional processing.

To further evaluate the specificity of Nano RHB, adenovirus, four
pseudoviruses (SARS-CoV-2 virus, SARS, MERS, and VSV), and four viral
vectors (three adeno-associated viruses [AAV-2, AAV-5, and AAV-8] and
one lentivirus [LV-3]) were simultaneously evaluated. Significant posi-
tivity was observed only in adenovirus samples, with no signal changes
for the other eight pseudoviruses and viral vectors (Fig. 7c). These results
demonstrated the agreement between the Nano RHB platform technol-
ogy and the two currently used detection methods, revealing the robust
performance of our Nano RHB.

4. Conclusion

We developed a nanoplasmonic virus capturing platform for the rapid
detection of adenovirus viability and concentration by exploiting specific
11
epitope�CAR/FX protein interactions. Dopamine and chloroauric acid
were added to the surface of the NanoSPR chip well to grow nanorobot
hands with greater virus capturing efficiency and detection sensitivity
than the bare sensor. The receptor protein or monoclonal antibody was
immobilized to form a highly specific nanoplasmonic virus capturing
sensor, and the detection result was obtained within only 5 min. In
addition, using lyophilization technology to integrate CAR-labeled
AuNPs on the monoclonal antibody-modified Nano RHB platform, the
detection sensitivity could be further increased by 5-fold, making it an
ultra-sensitive platform. The unique SPR effect of the AuNP-coupled
Nano RHB enabled highly sensitive and rapid adenovirus detection in
one-step sandwich method without requiring washing steps and complex
sample pre-treatment. Applying the platform to 26 cell supernatant
samples showed excellent agreement with the results of the traditional
qPCR and fluorescence image titration assays. Nano RHB assays signifi-
cantly shortened the total detection time from days and hours to minute-
time scale, and improved the testing capacity by directly binding to the
viral surface protein to simultaneously and rapidly detect virus viability
and concentration. Indeed, Nano RHB platform improved the testing
capacity to simultaneous high-throughput detection of up to 96 samples
with 5 min, which was better and faster than the traditional SPR assay
[50]. Moreover, the detection sensitivity of the Nano RHB platform was
0.34 TCID50/mL, which was much higher than that of adenovirus
detection by SPR (14.3 TCID50/mL) [50]. Compared with the label-free
SPR technology of Biacore (Cytiva, USA), the detection of adenovirus
using a CAR sensor ranged from 0.11 � 109 to 14 � 109 virus parti-
cles/mL, with an estimated LOD of 0.11 � 109 virus particles/mL, which
was much lower than that of our Nano RHB assay (100 copies/mL). These
results demonstrated that the Nano RHB platform has the potential to be
a high-throughput and multifunctional device for rapid quality control of
viral vector-vaccines on a large scale, as well as for other viral
vectors-based assays.
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